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y last column described a softwaretesting classification system included in a book I wrote (Building Quality Software) over 17 years ago. I bragged so much about that system that I overran my column's expected length and committed myself to a Part 2. So, here it is.
In that previous column, I explained why you might care about testing classification (boring!) as described in that ancient book (double boring!) I argued that it offered insight on a topic of major importance that no one before or since has offered (see why I called it bragging?). I also described the vertical axis of a 2D testing classification matrix. The axis listed four goaldriven approaches:
1. Requirements-driven testing determines whether the requirements for the software artifact under test have been satisfied. It's the most essential level of testing. 2. Structure-driven testing determines whether the as-built software product's pieces function as they should. This level is also essential. 3. Statistics-driven testing determines how well the software product satisfies the user's or customer's needs for trustworthiness. It's for customers who don't rely on requirements-and structuredriven findings, and it involves test cases drawn from typical usage profiles. 4. Risk-driven testing determines whether the software product is vulnerable to its most important risks. It's vital in high-reliability settings.
Here, I describe how those goal-driven approaches play across the software life cycle.
Testing Phases
Software testing has three phases:
Unit testing involves the lowest-level components of the evolving software product. Typically, the unit being tested is a module or collection of modules. Integration testing involves the intermediate level of software production. Here, the artifacts under test are integrated clusters of units, often a partial or complete set of software modules. System testing involves the final level of software production. Many software systems fit into a larger system of some sort-for example, an airframe with software parts or a payroll system in an integrated business package.
Testing at each of these phases is very different. In unit testing, the software product is far from complete; you usually must build a framework so that you can test the unit. In integration testing, the glued-together software units provide the necessary framework, and you can test the software as if it's a finished product. In system testing, you test the entire system-usually something much larger than the software system-to determine whether the software plays satisfactorily with the system's different pieces.
So far, nothing about these phases is surprising. Any software-testing book written since the 
Combining the Axes
Things become interesting when you combine the two axes of the testing classifi cation matrix. How do you combine the four goal-driven approaches with the three phase-driven approaches?
Back when I wrote Building Quality Software, I was surprised at how diffi cult it was to merge those notions. After all, most authors of software-testing books thought that after they discussed goals (however they identifi ed them) and phases (which almost everyone agreed on), there was nothing left to say. I didn't realize that another discussion step was missing until I taught a class of my software colleagues at Boeing, who began asking questions I had never thought about.
For example, what does it mean to do requirements-driven testing at the unittest level? Well, that one was fairly easy. The unit will have some kind of documented requirements, perhaps an informal discussion about what it should do (the formal requirements document or the user manual is unlikely to say anything about the requirements for any particular unit). Those informal requirements form the basis for unit requirements-driven testing.
Also, what does it mean to do structure-driven testing at the integration-test level? (Most discussions of structuredriven testing assume we're dealing with a unit). Here, I concluded, we must treat the constituent modules of the integrated whole to be the structure under test. But this gives a whole new meaning, and requires a whole new approach, to structure-driven testing.
Out of all this thinking, a picture began to emerge of how to classify (and organize) software testing. That fi nal matrix looked like Table 1. It's a nice summary, I immodestly say, of a topic that's surprisingly complex. I hope you fi nd it as interesting as I did. After all, that would be my only excuse for dredging out an obscure discussion from that ancient book.
T hat fi rst part of this column appeared in Software's focus-on-the-past 25th-anniversary issue. It seems appropriate to include this second part in Software's fi rst issue of its next 25 years. I believe this matrix still has something useful to say about testing in the future.
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